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Background
• MC simulations of the Oort Cloud over 5 Gyr
• The highest current injection rate is found 
combining tides and stars
(Rickman et al. 2008)
  
Take Home Message:
Current comet injection from the Oort Cloud 
is a team work involving both Galactic tides 
and stellar encounters
The two act in synergy so that the combined 
injection rate is much larger than the sum of 
the rates found in separate models
Tidal injections are efficient to begin with 
but decline after ~1 Gyr as the injectable 
orbits are depleted
  
The tidal dilemma
• At a < 25000 AU, the tides are practically unable 
to make comets jump across the J-S barrier (q > 
15 to q < 5 AU)
• In the range of high efficiency (a ~ 35000 AU), q 
oscillates periodically, leading to a well-defined 
TAZ, and this gets depleted over the oscillation 
period (~ 1 Gyr)
• In the outer part (a  > 40000 AU), TAZ depletion 
is not a problem, but injection is increasingly 
difficult because of the q
min
-r
min
 timing problem 
  
Modelling framework
• Initial cloud with 106 comets (DQT-87 
energy distribution; random orbits)
• Each comet is integrated up to 5 Gyr or 
until either ejection or entry into the loss 
cone (r < 15 AU)
• Full model of Galactic tides; random stellar 
encounters typical of the current solar 
environment (13 types used)
• Injection into observable orbit if q < 5 AU 
at loss cone entry
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Take Home Message:
High-mass stars are long-range perturbers, 
acting on comets from different parts of the 
Oort Cloud
Low-mass stars act mainly on comets 
situated along their encounter tracks
Concerning direct injection from the Oort Cloud:
Intermediate (~ solar mass) stars act in a 
mixture of ways
  
The measure of the TAZ
• < 20000 AU
• 20000–50000 AU
• > 50000 AU
At time zero, the OC is assumed randomized, and 
the TAZ is “full”
Model with only Galactic tides
  
Single star TAZ filling
• We measure the number of 
comets entering into the 
TAZ as a result of a single 
stellar passage compared 
to the “full” number
• Substantial TAZ filling 
requires much closer 
approach distances for 
low-mass stars than for 
high-mass stars
  
Single star TAZ filling, ctd
• The TAZ filling efficiency 
behaves similarly to the 
direct injection efficiency
• High-mass stars act at long 
range and low-mass stars 
act at short range
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Take home message:
The increase in injection rate due to long-term 
tidal-stellar synergy by TAZ filling is about equally 
caused by high-mass and low-mass stars
The efficient events occur at a rate of a few per 
Gyr, each causing a shower and a “comet 
drizzle” that decays on a time scale of several 
hundred Myr
  
The last revolution
• We made 3 MC simulations over 5 Gyr with 
tides and stars included, counting a total of 
20446 injections during the last 3 Gyr
• We reconstructed the last revolution of all 
these injected comets, including all the 
stellar impulses
• We separated these into quiescent and 
non-quiescent, depending on whether any 
enhancement-causing star passed during 
the last revolution
  
Stellar encounters
• A star that, using our 
direct injection laws, 
would be expected to 
inject 5 comets or more 
from a cloud with 106 
comets is called an 
enhancement-producer
• This may even be 
insignificant compared 
to the estimated new 
comet rate!
Special symbols show the 
enhancement-producers
To simulate current conditions, we take only quiescent comets
  
Injection scenarios
Stellar impulse
Tidal forward
Tidal backward
(1a) Stars are unimportant
(2) A star is a helper
(3) Stellar injections
(4) Real-time synergy
  
Quiescent Oort spike
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Net stellar contribution
excess
shortage
comparing with a model without stars
  
Take home message:
The rapid q variation and perihelion timing problem 
in the outer OC make comet injection a delicate 
balance of stellar and tidal effects
Most injections depend on stars throughout the OC
Stellar injections and real-time synergy cause a 
triggering of injections in the inner part, dominating 
over any possible prohibiting effect in the outer part
The stellar influence tends to shift the Oort spike 
toward smaller semi-major axes
  
Examples of stellar effects
ainj = 22000 AU
ainj = 35000 AU
ainj = 50000 AU
Red: osculating q
Blue: q projected to next 
perihelion by tides only
Last revolutions
  
Detectability of culprit stars
Hipparcos Gaia
Solar im
pact param
eter
time
Coloured dots: 
stars detectable at 
the injected 
comet’s perihelion 
passage
Only the stars 
causing the largest 
decrease of the 
projected q are 
taken into account
inner
central
outer
  
Take home message:
Identifying the stars that caused the critical 
perturbations on the observed new comets (NB: 
those that are really new!) is unlikely to succeed 
based on Hipparcos data
However, with Gaia, these stars will mostly be at 
least detected and their proper motions 
measured; radial velocity surveys from the 
ground may be the key to identifying them
  
Surviving fraction of injections
Gaia-detectable stars
Hipp.-detectable stars
No stars
